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Cyber Resilience Assessment
The Challenges
Recent global events have caused widespread business transformation, forcing
organizations to adapt to new ways of working in an extremely short period of time.
A greater level of remote and agile working is now the new normal, bringing with it a host
of challenges and threats; phishing attacks alone are up 600%. It’s now vital that you take
stock of your new risk and security posture, learn lessons from enforced remote working
and implement a plan to assure your organization’s new position is moving forwards.

The Solution
SureCloud provides technology-based cybersecurity and risk services, and has developed
a solution that delivers value in 3 areas:
Response Analysis: Learn lessons from your imposed move to remote working by
participating in security clinics that review sample incidents and issues, with your
migration to home working;
Recovery Planning: Assess your new security and risk posture, undertake a phishing
simulation, and evaluate the effectiveness of current cybersecurity controls to mitigate
against data loss and data breaches; and
Future Strategy: Develop a clear plan to stabilize and secure your business in the “new
normal”, considering new and emerging threats.

Benefits
The Cyber Resilience Assessment allows you to:
Learn from your incident response approach, review and test remote working controls, and remedy identified gaps and weaknesses;
Review policies to ensure their efficacy for remote working, and understand your organization’s readiness to combat phishing attacks,
data loss, and other cyber threats; and
Develop a concise, cohesive recovery approach, that future proofs your organization’s security posture.
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Key Deliverables
Remote Access Solution Vulnerability Assessment – to
ensure you have a robust remote access security model;
Phishing Simulation – our team can target individuals or
the wider organization through initial reconnaissance to
provide a real-world demonstration of how attackers can
obtain data. This simulation will also provide insight into
how staff handle the incident response process;
Security Posture Assessment – enabling you to gain a
clear insight into your organization’s new security posture,
formulate a strategy, and highlight any potential areas of
concern;
Best Practice Home Working Guide – designed by our
expert risk advisory consultants to ensure risks are not
introduced when adopting a remote working strategy;
and
Remote Working Security Checklist – to support
technical and senior stakeholders with managing security
control requirements that specifically relate to remote
working.

SureCloud has helped us to take a truly proactive and dynamic approach to
“
cybersecurity and risk management, and deliver genuine peace of mind for our
stakeholders.
”

Justin Young, Director of Security and Compliance at Advanced

We are Proud to Hold the Following Accreditations:

Join Hundreds of Companies who
Manage their Cybersecurity Programs
with SureCloud
We’re here to help answer your questions,
provide cybersecurity and risk guidance,
and help your business stay on track. Email
services@surecloud.com today!

Why SureCloud
SureCloud delivers its services through a cloud-based platform,
offering a suite of pragmatic and integrated Cybersecurity, Risk,
and Advisory services. SureCloud provides you with confidence
and assurance that your cybersecurity and risk postures are
defined and managed. Utilizing decades of combined experience,
our team of accredited Consultants works alongside you to
understand your business objectives, security, compliance and
risk requirements, and how these can be affected by the evolving
cyber threats of the modern world.
For more information visit www.surecloud.com
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